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THE COMMUNITY WITHIN COMMUNITY MUSIC
lee higgins
Although the term community music has gained considerable popularity in recent years, its meaning is still unclear to many. This is understandable, because many who have thought about the term (or, indeed, practiced community music) have resisted the temptation to reduce it to a simple definition on the belief that doing so will do a serious injustice to the endeavor. The argument often put forth is that activities deemed community music are just too diverse, complex, multifaceted, and contextual to be captured in one universal statement. Following this train of thought community musicians have been critical of the power dynamics of naming, pointing out that there is a danger in assuming scholarly definitions are somehow superior to more operational definitions, which community music facilitators use on a daily basis (Gonzalez Ben, 2016). 

Those enaged in the field of community music practice and research have concluded that the best way to understand community music is through what is does rather than what it is. 
The purpose of this chapter is to put forward an explanation of the concept “community” as it relates to the larger concept of “community music.” After an etymologic analysis of the concept, I suggest that the “community” in “community music” is best understood as “hospitality,” as initially articulated by Jacques Derrida (1999, 2000, 2001). My proposition is that “hospitality” encompasses the central characteristics of community music practice, broadly understood as people, participation, places, inclusivity, and diversity. I do not mean that hospitality should replace the term “community,” but that “hospitality” evokes the practical meaning of “community” in that which is named “community music.” From this perspective, I am proposing that “community” conceived actively as “an act of hospitality” runs deeply through the practice of community music, and that an acute awareness of hospitality will expose the distinctiveness of community music within the field of music education.
I will use two questions to guide my explorations: (1) How can the concept of community be understood in practices named community music? and (2) How is community made manifest through community music? I will address these questions in four sections: (1) an etymological consideration of the word “community”; (2) community in the twenty-first century; (3) rethinking the status of community music as a hospitable act of reciprocal call and the welcome; and (4) illustrations of practice. The chapter concludes by suggesting that it is the act of hospitality, a welcome to would-be music participants evoked by their call, that gives community music its distinction.
Community
As a contested concept, “community” is both problematic and powerful. The term became particularly important to nineteenth-century social theorists, including Ferdinand Tönnies (2001[1887]), Max Weber (1947), and Emile Durkheim (1984[1893]). At this time, society was caught up in rapid changes of industrialization and urban development, and sociologists were concerned with the potential disintegration of traditional ways of living. Cultural upheavals that include the French and American revolutions, industrialization from the nineteenth century, and most recently the onslaught of globalization have produced changes in the ways people live together and communicate. This may account for why the word “community,” and its associated concepts and meanings, has been popular.
The etymology of the word “community” can be understood from several perspectives. In an analysis of the German word gemeinschaft, often translated as meaning “community,” Kant (1998) makes a distinction in Latin between communio, an exclusive sharing space protected from the outside, and commercium, the processes of exchange and communication. Following Kant, Tönnies, who was perhaps the first to clearly describe the term, explores gemeinschaft (community) in relation to gesellschaft (society), suggesting that both terms are different forms of associated living brought about by human will. His influential conclusions suggested that modern societies have replaced gemeinschaft, the site of traditional cultural values, with gesellschaft, an expression of modernity, as the primary focus for social relations. William Corlett (1995) considers the word “community” from a slightly different standpoint: first Communis, com + munis, meaning common and defense, as in “with oneness or unity,” favored by the communitarian theorists, and second communes, com + munnus, meaning having common duties or functions, emphasizing the doing of one’s duty, “with gifts or services.”1
In the field of anthropology, the term has been usefully isolated with three broad variants: (1) common interests between people; (2) a common ecology and locality; and (3) a common social system or structure (Rapport & Overing, 2006). More specifically, in The Ritual Process, Victor Turner (1969) begins his analysis of the word “community” with communitas, the Latin expression for belonging, which is irreducible to any social or political arrangement. Philip Alperson’s (2002) description of community articulates the most general etymological understanding: community as a state of being held in common. Alperson advocates that both ontologically and structurally, community refers to a relation between things.
Charting the term’s changing patterns of application and understanding, the field of anthropology and sociology provide a variety of perspectives. These include community as loss and recovery (Gutek & Gutek, 1998; Rousseau, 1993); belonging (Block, 2008); communitarianism (Christodoulidis, 1998; Etzioni, Volmert, & Rothschild, 2004; Lehman, 2000; Stone, 2000); citizenship (Beiner, 2002; Demaine & Entwistle, 1996); multiculturalism (Giroux, 1993; Kernerman, 2005; Nagle, 2008); symbolic structure (Cohen, 1985); globalization (Adams & Goldbard, 2002; Rupp, 2006); diaspora (Angelo, 1997; Brah, 1996; Matsuoka & Sorenson, 2001; Najam, 2006); nationalism (Bhabha, 1990; Vincent, 2002; Williams & Kofman, 1989), and the imagined (Anderson, 2016). A review of this literature serves to remind us that the concept of community is constantly changing, functioning differently depending on the context of its use.
Given the above, it is unsurprising that different uses and applications of the term “community” are in some ways unavoidable. This is so because the root of the word designates a social phenomenon and a sense of belonging and identity, both of which are context bound and are always in a state of flux. In the next section I reflect on contemporary interpretations of the word. One might think of these ideas as contesting “community,” because they challenge our most comfortable notions of what is meant by the term.
Community in the Twenty-First Century
Recent anthropological discussions have tended to emphasize “difference” as a guiding idea in exploring tensions found between fixed social and political relations within communal frames, and the considerable pressures toward individuation, fragmentation, and border identities (Amit & Rapport, 2002; Barber, 1996; Brah, 1996; Childs, 2003; Donnan & Wilson, 2001; Hannerz, 1996; Olthuis, 2000; Vila, 2005; Wilson & Donnan, 1998). Understood through postmodernism’s critique of modernity, this perspective maintains that communities are not static or bounded but rather, organic and plural.2 Illustrative of a contemporary perspective, Gerald Delanty (2009) suggests four categories in which one might reconsider community in the twenty-first century:
1.	Collective identities: Considered as bursts of time, such as dropping the children off or picking them up from school, or the hours spent with work colleagues in the office.
2.	Contextual fellowship: Understood as times of emergency or grief, the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center or the death of Princess Diane for instance. Contextual fellowship can also be said to have taken place in times of travel delay or cancellation. It is during these times that people find a common bond that momentarily links them together.
3.	Liminal communities: A sense of the transitional, those “in-between” spaces that have importance in people’s lives. For example, the ritualistic morning coffee in Starbucks, the train journey to and from work, or the Saturday morning yoga class. These moments have a consciousness of communality.
4.	Virtual communities: Most often associated with technologically mediated communities such as Facebook, Youtube, Instagram, Linkedin or Ebay.
When the term “community” is thought about in these ways, the phrase “community without unity” seems appropriate. From a line of thought that has a trajectory from Georges Bataille (1988), Maurice Blanchot (1988), Jean Luc-Nancy (1991), and Jacques Derrida (1997), this formulation has a resistance to one unified and authoritative identity. This is so because the communality at the heart of community provides internal contradictions. The very concept of the “common” (commun) and the “as-one” (comme-un) becomes a problem for the politics of pluralism. Community without unity is then a descriptive attempt to recognize the importance of diversity in the modern space of communal relationships (Brent, 1997).3
As a contemporary music practice, I suggest that the general use of the term “community” is a ratification of community music’s participatory ethos; an emphasis on creative endeavors toward music-making through workable agreements and open and honest sharing. In short, community musicians strive for understanding among individuals with common (albeit diverse) goals despite cultural, class, gender, economic, and political differences. The work community musicians do attempts to provoke discourse, stimulate active participation, and enable a sense of voice, both for individuals and those complicit groups or communities of which they are part. As a pursuit of socially conscious music-making experiences, the traditional notion of community can often be at odds with the practice of community music. From the perspective of western European history, the word “community” can be seen as dangerously advocating a group consensus that has historically fed into visions of fascism, fundamentalism, discord, and war (Derrida, 1995).
It is clear that the word “community” has a complex etymology and an equally complex and diverse usage. When the word “community” is used in conjunction with the word music, its meaning is open to many interpretations. One might argue that broad interpretations of the word community have helped both its growth and development. Community music seminars, such as the International Soceity of Music Education’s (ISME) Commission for Community Music Activity, have witnessed a wide gamut of projects presented under a community music banner reported in McCarthy (2008) and experienced through subsequent meetings. This serves to support this point. However, open definitions are not always satisfactory. Huib Schippers (2009) reinforces this sentiment by noting that one of the contributing factors to the confusion surrounding the definition of community music is a tendency “to mix descriptions of specific practices with organization, artistic and pedagogical approaches, and sets of beliefs underlying the activities” (p. 93). Unlike Andrew Peggie (2003), who suggests that we take the C-word out of community music, or Anthony Everitt (1997), who states “it is time to ditch the term [community music] and replace it with ‘participatory music’ ” (p. 160), I am not advocating a rejection of the word, but I do find aspects of its historical use problematic and out of sync with contemporary community music practice. Brydie-Leigh Bartleet and myself attempt to come to terms with this in our Introduction to the Oxford Handbook of Community Music (2017) noting that as the field matures we expect practitioners and theorist alike to critically examine, reflect and (re)define how the range of conceptual understandings relate to their own community music practice.
In the next section, I suggest that the term “hospitality” might best articulate the meaning behind the prefix “community.” With a conceptual arrival at this point through the notion of “community without unity,” an idea that recognizes that community is as much about struggle as it is about unity, this is an attempt to “reload” the word “community” in order to give a stronger sense of meaning to the named practice. My key point is that hospitality acts as a verb that describes the actions and desires of community musicians.
Community as Hospitality
Hospitality begins with a welcome.4 As a preparatory thought and consequential gesture, the welcome becomes an invitation: the making of time for another and the invitation to become included. It is an ethical action toward a relationship to another person.5 This type of hospitality suggests unconditionality, a welcome without reservation, without previous calculation, and in the context of community music, an unlimited display of reception towards a potential music participant. As such, unconditionality approaches a transcendental idea, one toward which we should aspire, even though inaccessible. However, the transcendental nature of this unconditionality can itself prove problematic. How can we possibly unconditionally welcome all comers into our various bands, choirs, and orchestras, regardless of their abilities and skills? How could we “give place” to them all without entering into a reciprocal agreement that includes being punctual, practicing, and extending a generosity of spirit toward other group members?
Ordinarily, unconditional refers to a situation not limited by conditions. Within this context, there is a break from the Kantian idea that describes the unconditional as an absolute, a sovereign instance, or an archetype, a supreme, preeminent, or indisputable something. Kant’s (1998, p. A 567/B 597) sovereign instance is removed from time and space and completely given to itself, a logic that suggests fixivity. In the context used here, unconditionality is accepted as residing at the very origin of the seminal concepts that give the West its history, politics and culture (Wortham, 2010). The unconditional is therefore always entwined with what is conditional and must be recalled in order to rethink and transform commonly accepted ideas and concepts. The unconditional is not therefore sovereign and becomes intrinsically linked to a future that is unforeseeable.
For example, a community musician may have prepared a series of workshops for a local arts center. Meticulously planned, the content of the session has been defined by knowledge of who and how many will come. An hour before the first session is due to start, the community music facilitator (See Chapter 18 Volume 2) finds the expected group of music participants will now additionally include five young asylum seekers who have been relocated to the area and have shown interest in music. The unexpected change takes the community musician by surprise and requires the ability to augment current plans and make room for another possibility. The determined future has been disrupted and shattered by a future that was unforeseeable. In resonance with traits that distinguish community musicians—a commitment to people, participation, places, inclusivity, and diversity—the facilitator must embrace the notion of unconditional hospitality in order to run the workshop successfully.6
A disposition with unconditional hospitality at its core infiltrates the community musicians’ approach to music-making. Community musicians place a heavy emphasis on improvisation and invention, both of which require a type of unconditionality. This can be described as an openness to a future that is different from that which is predictable. Indeed, the inventive process looks toward a future that is also unknown and unpredictable. This vision of a nonstatic and nonfixed future generates something new and different from what has come before, and can prove conducive to opportunities through which to generate a creative music-making experience. Creativity, as both a process and a way of being, builds on this ability to engage in the development of original, inventive, and imaginative future things. Thus, having an imaginative capacity fosters the ability to look at things differently, as if they could be something other than they typically are. Although community musicians often celebrate in “new” musical findings, it must be noted that these inventions also happen with relationship to other participants, accomplishments, contexts, and histories.
The open invitation given through the welcome is a genuinely human expression and an ethical moment that community music facilitators and/or the participants can generate, and that results in an experience of a greater sense of connectivity among and between participants, and between participants and the music (Higgins, 2016). From the community musicians perspective, it is through the initial hospitable welcome that participants are encouraged toward creative music-making that can produce events that leave a lasting impression on both community musician and participants. This hospitable welcome is vital in every socially interactive musical experience, in every context. It is the unconditional acceptance of everyone into the musical events and workshops.
The implication of the sign of a hospitable “community” within “community music” is a refusal of any interpretation of community that privileges “gathering” over “dislocation.”7 It follows that any privilege granted to unity conjures up the homogenized whole, and can become a threat for responsibility, for decision, for ethics, and for politics (Derrida, 1997).8 Maintaining such a position is difficult because no matter how complex our world gets, the need for human connectedness and belonging is paramount. In short, there is an irrepressible desire for a “community” to form. As a practice, I would suggest that those invested in community music might like to reimagine the term “community” in its name. The “community” in “community music” is a “community-to-come,” a generous welcoming toward the music participants “always coming, endlessly, at the heart of every collectivity” (Nancy, 1991, p. 71). As an act of unconditional hospitality, the “community” in “community music” is a promise to the welcome, a commitment to a “community without unity,” a chance to say “yes” without discrimination to any potential music participant.9
What follows are three illustrations that I believe demonstrate acts of hospitable music making. I have chosen these to illustrate work in three very different places and in three very different contexts. Rather than describing the conditions from which these data have been collected, I have created a textual framework to support the idea of hospitality as a verb that describes the actions and desires of community musicians and the importance of the welcome.
Illustrations of Practice
Bambini al Centro
Across Europe there are many music projects that form a vital role in combating the modern challenge of social exclusion. Bambini al Centro (literally: Children in the Center) represents an example of this aspect of community music. The data used for this illustration consists of a composite from personal observations and interviews during three trips to Rome in conjunction with an ethnographic account carried out by the directors and presented at the 2006 ISME community music seminar in Rome (Iadeluca & Sangiorgio, 2008).
Andrea Sangiorgio and Valentina Iadeluca are community musicians who maintain that “hospitality” is central in their practice. They had always imagined a place where children in poor or difficult situations could use music as a language to express themselves, to create, to get in contact with others, to learn to play respectfully, and to cooperate for a common end. This would be a place where children, parents, and grandparents could encounter music and dance together.
In 1999, Bambini al Centro opened its doors with money from a national fund that supports work with young people. Its two directors, Sangiorgio and Iadeluca, had created a recreational musical space devoted to children from birth to 12 years and their families. The principal goal of the center was to provide an opportunity for encounters, relationships, sharing, and personal growth with, and through, music and dance. Housed within a public elementary school in Rome’s northeastern suburbs known for its economic difficulties, Bambini al Centro hosts between 120–160 children and their families each year. At the heart of its service was the aim to promote the well-being of children and their parents through the experience of making music in groups. After 10 years of activity, the service was so well known in the local area that the requests largely exceed the possibility of reception. This growth was a surprise: the project exceeded the founders’ expectations. Many people came to the center through personal contacts. Many others were referred through the center’s social services network and the nursery and primary schools of the area. Often social workers or class teachers directed the attention of the center to specific cases of children with difficulties or problems. These children were welcomed and treated as the most important users of the center rather than being overlooked and put on a waiting list. Although maintaining this openness was sometimes difficult, given the practical realities of running an operation that had limited space, personnel, and resources, the center held fast to its policy of hospitality.
Hospitality could paradoxically mean both “host” and “stranger,” its root common to both “host” and “hostile.” It is between such a paradox that Bambini al Centro operated, advocating an “open” door policy but within a structure that ensured that the staff maintain “control.” One of the center’s key services was the “playroom.” This supported families in organizing their children’s leisure time after school and offered children a suitable alternative to loneliness, television, computer games, or wandering around the streets. Activities included early childhood music, for parents and children birth–36 months; music and play, for ages 4–6 years, incorporating active music-making with Orff instruments; music-making for older children, ages 7–8 years, utilizing voice and percussion instruments; and music theatre, for ages 9–12 years, including both parents and children. The demand was high and pushed the limits of the resources. As described above, the use of the word “community” most often evokes a sense of closure, a bounding of a group that defines who is included and who is excluded. The hospitality of the center exceeded this, but there was always a chance they would have to refuse someone because the practicalities demand it.
The center’s vision exemplifies hospitality as they push back at customary definitions of community boundaries. Over the years many people have reported how important Bambini al Centro has become in their everyday lives; it is a trustworthy place where they could take their children, knowing they will be respected as human beings and encouraged to develop their skills. Maintaining this openness was difficult given the practical realties of running a business with limited space, personnel, and resources, the center held fast to its policy of hospitality until the lack of government funds forced its temporary closure.
East Hill Singers
Recently, there has been a growing interest in prison choir programs (Cohen, 2007a, 2007b, 2008; Cohen and Silverman, 2013, Silber, 2005).10 It is here that the hospitable welcome can contribute to reducing the tensions felt by the prison population, both between each other and between themselves and those on the “outside.” Drawn from data collected and presented by Mary Cohen (2010), this story of the hospitality offered by musician Elvera Voth serves as an example of the power of the welcome.
In 1995, Voth volunteered to conduct a secular prison choir in Lansing, Kansas. Voth, a native Kansan, had worked as a choral music educator in Alaska for over 30 years, prepared choruses for Robert Shaw, and founded numerous musical organizations, including the Department of Music Education at the University of Alaska, the Anchorage Boys’ Choir, and the Alaska Chamber Singers. On retirement she returned to Kansas with the intention of putting her considerable music skills to use within an area of need. During a reunion of a Mennonite men’s chorus, she shared her vision of working within the criminal justice system with her former student Janeal Krehbiel. Krehbiel’s brother-in-law, a deputy warden of Lansing Correctional Facility, arranged a meeting between Voth and David McKune, the warden. McKune granted Voth permission to begin a men’s chorus at the minimum-security unit called the East Unit. The chorus took its name, East Hill Singers, from the unit’s name.
Voth posted a sign inside the Facility advertising the choir, stating simply “Forming a Singing Group.” There was no exclusive parameter, merely an open invitation. This was her act of unconditional hospitality, a gesture toward a future that was unknown. The limits of her welcome were tested immediately when the prisoners asked if they could form a rap group. Perhaps not surprisingly, this was something Voth could not facilitate. However, the openness of the initial call enabled a level of communication that formed the beginnings of a fruitful and relevant music-making experience. It was Voth’s ability to allow herself to be exposed to an unforeseeable future that enabled the subsequent prison singing programs to happen.
Voth’s programming consisted of predominantly sacred and classic choral works. The number of prisoners in the choir fluctuated between 15 and 25 per concert season. In order to enrich their choral sound, Voth realized that the inmates would benefit from vocal support. This provided an opportunity for the inmates to work together with “outside” volunteers. To find additional volunteer singers, she recruited men from Kansas City’s Lyric Opera Chorus and the Rainbow Mennonite Church choir to sing with the inmates. The volunteers met monthly outside the prison to practice. Anywhere from 2–12 came into the prison to rehearse with the inmates. Sometimes Voth had them come once per month; other times a few came every week. The chorus performs two public concerts at the culmination of each concert season.
Voth’s hospitality is often challenged by the conditional realities of working within the criminal justice system. Inmates must be at level 3 on a three-level behavioral incentive system in order to leave the facility for public concerts. If they do not maintain this behavioral level, they cannot go out into the community with the group to perform.
During the public concerts, many inmates offer personal narratives as part of the concerts. According to Voth and volunteer singers, these narratives are a key element of any concert. The narratives explain details about the choral selections and describe how singing in the chorus is meaningful to the inmate singers. They describe the “hospitality” and “welcome” that is needed to enable the choir to function.
After a short time working with the East Hill Singers, Voth realized the immense benefits of this musical experience in a prison context for the singers. She wanted to offer the opportunity to other prisoners to sing in a choir. In 1999, Voth began the West Wall Singers, a chorus at the maximum-security unit in Lansing. For four years she has traveled twice and sometimes three times per week to Lansing, located about 40 minutes from her home in Kansas City. In 2002, she turned the maximum-security chorus over to two other volunteers.
Music Academy of Gauteng
The final illustration centers on the Music Academy of Gauteng (MAG) in Benoni, South Africa. This case is particularly poignant for me because it served as the impetus for my exploration of hospitality.
Operating on a shoestring budget, an assortment of donated instruments, and inadequate rehearsal spaces, MAG is in some ways typical of many CM programs throughout the world. Founded in 1994 by jazz trumpeter Johnny Mekoa, MAG aims to create opportunities for young people in Benoni to play music together in a safe and supportive environment.11 Known by locals as “Johnny’s Place,” MAG’s main purpose is to offer both full-time and part-time jazz education opportunities for the township’s large youth population. The music project aspires to provide a stepping-stone for young people into tertiary education or the music industry, MAG presents a career in music as an alternative to “hanging around” on the streets and getting absorbed into gangster activity. Classes are available for a nominal cost, as the project’s population is designated as disadvantaged by local government agencies.
Children who live the majority of their lives on the streets have always been particularly welcomed in the academy. Sensitive to local needs, Johnny has always considered his school a sanctuary for some of Benoni’s disenfranchised and troubled youth. Although music can be seen as its central purpose, MAG provides an invaluable escape from the many hostilities of street life. Young people can find refuge within its compound through a hospitable atmosphere and a commitment to a policy of equality of opportunity. The “welcome” shown to the local people is at the heart of MAG’s mission; as at Bambini al Centro, there are always tensions between what is desired and what can be achieved within the political real-ties. Community music’s hospitality is, then, a “welcome” to the participant while always remaining mindful of responsibilities inherent in any leadership role, for example, providing a safe space physically, mentally, and spiritually.
Through artists such as Jonas Gwangwa, Hugh Masekela, and Abdullah Ibrahim, South African jazz has established itself an identifiable sound and a marketable product both at home and abroad. It is because of this that young people from the MAG project view music as a possible and legitimate escape from a life of poverty and little opportunity. While visiting the MAG, Johnny explained that for many young people in his program, music is seen as one of the few escape routes from the social traumas of township life. Johnny’s community is built on “hospitality” and provides a genuine “welcome” to those in the surrounding area. Its unconditionality is always penetrated by the political, social, and economic realties of post-apartheid South Africa. However, those who are able to cross the threshold are exposed to concrete experiences that include tuition in music theory, instrumental classes, and ensemble playing. The music participation takes place through a generosity of spirit and a sacrifice of personal wishes. This is done for the good of the groups and is given momentum by the welcoming call and passion of Johnny Mekoa and the determination of its young players.
Conclusion
Communities can be based on ethnicity, religion, class, gender, or politics. They can be located in villages, towns, cities, or cyberspace. Communities can be large or small, local or global, traditional, modern, or postmodern. However, this “warmly persuasive word” has at its heart the search for human belonging (Williams, 1985, p. 76). Creating opportunities for music-making that were not already established, the projects presented above illustrate how community musicians “welcome” potential participants through acts of “hospitality.” It is through the embrace of unconditional hospitality that musicians Andrea Sangiorgio, Valentina Iadeluca, Elvera Voth, and Johnny Mekoa can make a “welcome” that fertilizes a network of shared relationships, creating what is generally understood as a sense of community. As Maurice Blanchot (1988) suggests: “this sharing refers back to the community and is exposed in it” (p. 19). Such networks echo Emmanuel Levinas’s (1981) notion that “the community with him begins in my obligation to him” (p. 11). Blanchot (1988) reinforces this sentiment by stating: “if I want my life to have meaning for myself, it must have meaning for someone else” (p. 11). With the help of community musicians, participants of the Bambini al Centro, the East Hill Singers, and the Music Academy of Gauteng are constantly preparing themselves for the arrival of new music participants. In this way their community-making is one that is porous, permeable, and open-ended.
This chapter has proposed that the concept of “community” in community music resides as an act of “hospitality,” a “welcome” (given by those who name themselves community musicians) to those that want and “call” to participate in active musical doing. The welcome and the call are instrincly linked and work as a reciprocal structure. While resisting the temptation to define community music on the grounds that doing so ignores the power dynamics in the act of naming, I have attempted to conceptualize its distinctive characteristics on the basis of an understanding of the act of hospitality. This perspective implies that the strength of the term “community” within “community music” lies in the hospitable welcome it extends to participants, rather than in any other codification of the word. It becomes an open door policy, a greeting to strangers, extended in advance and without full knowledge of its consequences. New participants do not simply cross a threshold with the intention of joining a community music project: any new “welcome” is always a direct challenge to what has been currently constituted. This challenge surprises and calls into question prior group identity and predetermined community borders. One might say that the promise of the “welcome” constantly puts the “inside” in doubt—and this can be scary for both the group leader and the participants. According to this formulation the “outside,” or the excluded, affects and determines the “inside,” or included. However, if community musicians can acknowledge a desire for unconditional hospitality this may prevent the closure that is characteristic of a determinate community and thus provide an enhanced ability to say “Yes, please join in.”
Community musicians concerned with creating accessible and diverse music-making opportunities (and music educators more generally) might take another look at their policy for inclusion and ask: “Do I create an environment of unconditional hospitality?” “Am I open to new and different possibilities?” “How welcoming is my music program?” If community musicians can think beyond comfortable understandings of what usually constitutes community, then they may be more successful in providing increased and richer opportunities for the “voices” of participants to be heard.
Reflective Questions
1.	Consider community music projects in your locality: How might you understand their vision of community?
2.	When confronted with a new class or group, how might you create an atmosphere that is open and hospitable?
3.	What mechanisms of practice enable a “welcome” toward potential music participants?
4.	How might school music education adapt and use a concept of hospitality? What are the tensions inherent in this approach and what strategies might be employed to meet the challenges?
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NOTES
1.	For a detailed account of the word “community,” see the first chapter in Roberto Esposito’s book Communitas: The Origin and Destiny of Community (2010).
2.	Wayne Bowman (2009) argues this point, stating that “who ‘we’ are, and with whom we identify most strongly are open questions whose answers are plural, fluid and grounded in patterns of influence” (p. 111).
3.	In this formulation, the without can be understood as a reminder that the act of welcoming is an ethical responsibility.
4.	Hospitality derives meaning from the Greek word philoxenia, meaning “love of stranger.”
5.	This philosophical position draws from the thought of Emmanuel Levinas. Levinas would describe this as a humanism of the other, according to which being-for-the-other takes precedence over being-for-itself (Levinas, 2006).
6.	In this formulation, the unconditional implies a sense of “violence” toward that which is stable, fixed, and comfortable. Used here, violence operates as the “machinery of exclusion” and implies an essential impropriety that does not allow anything to be sheltered from risk, failure, and forgetting (Hägglund, 2008).
7.	In this sense, the concurrence of harmonization through collective gatherings is understood as a limiting process. Dislocation, however, requires continuous negotiation, and in these situations new rules and idioms must be found on which to phrase disputes or conversation (Lyotard, 1988).
8.	These sentiments do not advocate the destruction of unity. Instead the challenge is to notions of “pure” unity and “absolute” totality, as these ideas significantly reduce negotiation, conversation, and movement. One might say that unity couched in terms of purity becomes a synonym of death.
9.	Helen Phelan (2007) interrogates Derrida’s (2000) expression “Let us say yes . . .” with her analysis of Sanctuary, an Irish initiative to promote greater access to education through the pursuit of cultural activities. (See also Chapter 12 in this Volume).
10.	In April 2010, the International Journal of Community Music published a special focused edition on community music and the criminal justice system.
11.	See the MAG’s website, http://www.musicacademyofgauteng.com.
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